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About This Game

Coach your team to the premiership flag! Australian Football Coach is the premier Aussie Rules Football management game,
now fully updated for the 2017 season. Take control of a team in one of eight different leagues, create your own footy world

with the custom league creator, or even pit the different states against each other in State of Origin mode.

In Australian Football Coach, you put yourself in the coaches' box for an Australian Rules football team.

You're in charge of everything from tactical management on game days, to list management to help you build a team that will
win the premiership flag.

With features such as a custom league editor, player editor, in-game team editor, and more, Australian Football Coach contains
everything you need to create and run your own footy world.

The game has been continually released and updated from late 2014.

Selected Features
- 8 leagues to coach in, including a national league, six state leagues and one developmental league, each with their own finals

structure and percentage rules
- Coach and watch each game or hand the reins over to your assistant coach and simulate everything

- Come up with a tactical plan that will take your team to the flag
- Develop your up and coming players on the training ground, or get them into big matches for faster development

- History tracked for every game. Watch records change and unfold over time
- Trade players and draft picks to build the best possible team

- National and rookie drafts
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- Full salary cap rules including free agency and the trading period
- Scouts tell you their estimation of a player's potential, and if he has peaked

- Players can get homesick and demand a move back to their home state
- Perform poorly, get fired, and switch jobs

- 2014, 2015, 2016 and 2017 lists allow you to simulate the past and present
- Custom league editor and player editor allows you to create your own world

- In-game team editor allows you to change team names and colours
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Title: Australian Football Coach
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Sports, Strategy
Developer:
Statto Software
Publisher:
Statto Software
Release Date: 1 Sep, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Storage: 20 MB available space

English
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The issues with settings not saving aside; the gameplay is really fun and the soundtrack is awesome.. This game is difficult in my
opinion...But I guess thats part of the fun!. It's a generic retro platformer. Generic music, generic graphics, and VERY generic
level design. It's really the level design that kills it for me.. So I played this game thinking perhaps that it would be something
simialr to the adaptation released on the PS1. Sadly I was very mistaken. It's very simple, multiplayer has to be done on the same
computer (I can get that for PS1 but on a PC? LAN should at least be an option).

To top it off, the 'dice' rolls are blatantly rigged in the favour of the computer opponents. Even accounting for the base game's
bias toward a defender, it's staggering how blatantly the computer loads these digitial dice.

All in all, for a digitial game of risk, you'd be better dusting off that PS1 and firing it up. At least it also had plentiful maps and
game modes.. While a lot of people seem not to like DT:R, I think it's a decent game if you're interested in games like Rollcage
and the like.

Pros:
- Good graphics for it's time and runs at a stable 60fps on my system.
- Nice variety of locations to race.
- Cheap, even more so when it's on sale.

Cons:
- Gameplay gets boring quickly, the game is best enjoyed in short sessions.

I think DT:R suffers from the fact that the developers seemed unfocussed and didn't go 'all out' with this title, look at
Carmageddon or Twisted Metal for what I mean.

2.5 out of 5
. This damn game is soo good……so damn good.

People who love Dark Souls are not for easily slained beasts, but for the challenges and countless deaths.

People who love this game are not for a lovely story of raising daughters, as this game`s title might suggest, but for the
unspeakable feeling when you stab your "daughter" to save your daughter ……again and again.

It is painful, when you have to kill someone you love ,only to save someone you love

It is tragic, when you raise your "daughter" from newborn to mature, from stranger to 100% affection ,only to end her life, to
reduce the memory between you and her back to zero.

Yet so painful is the humanity that struggles in real life.. A very decent drawing software, and it can be amazing if you take the
time to learn how to make brushes, that's Black Ink strongest point.
In the other hand, it's still in development, so right now there's some features you could miss from other packages. I highly
recommend Black Ink to anyone who wants to try something new and is willing to learn how to create brushes.. "I am neither
Goku nor Vegeta, I am Gogeta. It's over Omega, I COME FOR YOU!!!". Excelent game, A very good strategy experience in
turn-based game. It let me travel to a time where I was passionate for gaming day and night. Nice remembering.. Bad AI
(driving backwards through a course and into walls), bad graphics (various clipping and floating objects) and shaky controls,
please do not buy this.

If there is any redeeming factors, it is at least cute and has some challenging stages in Challenge mode but really, don't buy this.
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If You like Mahjong, this game is perfect for you. It runs smoothly, it has a few gimmicks that don't interfere with gameplay,
and it runs perfectly smoothly on relatively low specs. It's a good coffee break style game. Definitely worth its value.. I was
expecting this to be a simple Texas themed poker game, but there's a fully fleshed out tycoon/simulator/business management
component as you take over Texas towns. The poker itself is also extremely well done with very good AI and mechanisms to
influence the AI like showing off or pretending to sweat.

Unfortunately even while the game isn't that old, there's no support for widescreen monitors or variable resolutions, which
means the game doesn't meet contemporary PC standards. Hopefully the developer can go back and fix this problem, but I can't
recommend games which don't display properly on modern PCs.. This game could really be fun. There is a nice strategic touch
to the fights since you need to calculate and predict which enemy will reach you in which turn. Sometimes you need to run away
from enemies who move two spaces per turn so that you can strike the enemy just the moment it reaches you. Or you need to
pass a turn (which is otherwise impossible), for example by drinking a potion. So, interestingly, it makes sense to delay the
healing of wounds until it also serves a strategic purpose.

However, sadly, the game suffers from some severe bugs. Personally, I cannot continue my game because I have *minus* two
million money. Of course, there is a story behind this: My Sword needed a fix, it had only 4 durability left. Luckily, I found a
Fix Scroll in the forest. I used it on the sword, but the sword was NOT fixed. Instead, it turned into a box with 0 durability. I
returned to the village and sold the box in the shop. Curiously, the box has a negative sell value. In effect, I lost all my money by
selling the box. I now cannot buy a new sword but entering the dungeon without a weapon is ridiculous. I posted this bug in the
bug thread in the forum, but there was no answer from the developers since then (and I've been waiting for two weeks now). I
see no point in resetting my progress - who knows what bug awaits next time.. this is so fun i only killed the dummy in one way
so many more
. THIS IS ONE OF THE WORST GAMES I HAVE EVER PLAYED, but I absolutely love it. It is so poorly made and the voice
acting is so bad that it is like watching a movie so bad it is good. it is so based on childhood reminiscence gameplay and i love
it.. A brilliantly complex game. An excellent space warfare sim with a very high level of customization and control. Players even
get to make their own ship designs. :) The developers are still actively maintaining and improving it too.. 100% recommend it.
This is a great game however you need to be careful with the fire island levels as the jump pad will send you over the island if
you don't move back wards. Otherwise GIT GUD.. The voice acting is horrible and the game difficult spikes after the second
floor. The character movement is awkward and you'll find yourself dying because of the clunky controls. Frustrating to play, I
ended up using YouTube to beat it. I would avoid this game at all costs.. A story about a boy and his shadow, this game makes
it's players totally immersed in everything that's going on. The puzzles are actually a little tricky at times and are a lot of fun to
solve. I find myself being connected to the other player on a different level, since everything depends on total co-operation, and
because you always have to be close to eachother, or you die. And the way the game looks is really charming in it's own kind of
way!

I recommend this game to anyone out there that needs something to play locally, since you can beat it in a single session. I also
joined a couple buddies to play through this game at Gigacon 2014, and i had a lot of time to observe it. We beat it in a single
sitting, for about 3-4 hours, and we had an absolute blast. It had a really artistic feel and is something i have been looking for for
a while.
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